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THE FIGHT IS ON!

98% of ASLEF drivers have voted to
strike in the pay/Night Tube dispute, on
a turnout of over 80%. ASLEF has called
a strike from the evening of 8 July
through 9 July.

The result smashes the Tories' proposed
thresholds for strike ballots, and shows
the strength of feeling amongst drivers at
the prospect of having agreements torn
up so bosses can impose 24-hour running.

RMT, TSSA, and Unite return their
ballots on 30 June; activists are working
hard to ensure similarly resounding
yeses. If you haven’t voted yet, make
sure you vote - and vote yes!

RMT is also balloting fleet members
against the use of agency labour.

ASLEF's relative small and
concentrated membership means they're
able to return higher turnouts more

easily; RMT's larger and more disparate
membership base presents more
difficulties, but activists are confident of a
positive result. Other unions will co-
ordinate with the 8-9 July strike date once
ballots are returned.

A solid 24-hour strike by all four unions
will have a huge impact on the service,
but we need to be prepared to escalate if
management don't surrender after the
first batle. Rank-and-file union activists
should coordinate as much as possible,
including joint picketing and meetings.

All unions need to foreground our
positive demands, to make sure members
know what we're fighting for, as well as
what we're opposing: we want a decent
pay award that helps the lowest paid, and
more time off work to ensure 24-hour
running doesn't wreck our health and
work/life balance.

A coordinated strike by all Tube
unions is almost historically
unprecedented, and gives us a huge
opportunity to rock the bosses. This is
only the start. The fight is now on: let's
see it through.

Every Job Still 

Matters

RMT has also re-balloted its station
members in the “Every Job Maters”
dispute against job cuts. 

Tubeworker is disappointed that the
original all-grades focus of that dispute
has been lost with the narrowing down
to focus on stations-only issues. 

The union needs to make sure mem-
bers in other grades are reminded that
the effects of the £4.2bn austerity cuts
are not just falling on stations.

At the same time, specific issues need
highlighting, such as the particularly
detrimental impact of the cuts on part-
time workers, and on women and dis-
abled workers. 

Unions should also make the
demand for fixed-term contract CSAs
are taken on permanently part of the
dispute.

Don’t Forget Ticket

Offices

Ticket office closures have meant a
host of problems for passengers and
staff. 

The new set up whereby machines
keep money if a passenger's transaction
times out has caused no end of grief.
Local management in areas where
offices have closed are using CSAs to
cover former SAMF duties, meaning
staff who don't necessarily have CSIDs,
TSIDs, or POM room access are having
to manage banks of POMs and get it in
the neck from disgruntled passengers.

Management has got its way thus far,
and its programme of ticket office
closures is going ahead. 

But unions need to keep reminding
members and the public of the
problems so we can keep the issue
live and apply political pressure for
ticket offices to be re-opened.

LU PAY:

SOME KEY

STATS
Whenever we have a dispute involving
pay, we can expect a barrage of media
hostility denouncing us for fighting for
a pay increase when we’re already
relatively well-paid.

Our (relatively) high wages have
been fought for, not gifted to us. We
should also remember a few salient
statistics for our fight over pay...

£260 billion = amount

by which the richest 1,000
in Britain increased their
wealth, 2009-2014.
Average income fell by
6% in same period. 

15% = average rent

increase in London since
2011, more than six times
the rest of the UK.

£1,500 = average monthly rent in

London

£500,000 = average house price

3.5 million = LU

passengers per day in
2013/14 (a record high). 

33% = increase in

passenger numbers over the past
decade. Ticketing revenue has more
than doubled since 2000.

£331,175 = amount

Transport for London
Commissioner “Sir”
Peter Hendy took home

in first year of our current pay deal. 

£652,452 = amount he took home

in the second year

approx £500,000 = LU MD Mike

Brown’s “earnings” in 2013.

Tubeworker says: demand a

flat-rate increase for all

staff, so pay enhancements

benefit those who need it

most!

ALL GRADES, ALL UNIONS, ONE VOICE: 

STAND FIRM ON PAY, NIGHT TUBE, JOB CUTS
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STAND UP FOR YOUR RIGHT

TO SIT DOWN
One particular manager was so distressed by
the sight of a CSA seated in a GLAP when
s/he travelled through a station late one
evening that s/he felt cause to complain.

Apparently, we should only sit in the GLAP
if we need to use it as a place of safety. But
hang on, why then is it called the GLAP (Gate
Line Assistance Point)? Why not the GLPS
(Gate Line Place of Safety)?!

In fact, it can be easier for passengers to find
staff who are siting in a large box marked
“Assistance”, especially outside the peak.

And hey, we all have the right to take the
weight off our feet from time to time. (Actually
yes, legally we have that right.) There are
considerable health risks in standing for too
long.

If snitching us up for siting down is the
best thing that managers have to do with their
time, maybe stations are wrong place to be
looking to make job cuts.

BONUS FOR COPPERS, NOT

FOR US?
Asked by union reps what the policing
arrangements would be for Night Tube,
management revealed that there would be 116
extra coppers, who would be paid a 20%
bonus for working during our all-night
running!

Yep, you read that right. While insisting that
we suck up the extra nights for no extra
money, management are more than happy to
see the police get a tidy bonus. And while
advocating more police on the system, they
also insist on fewer staff!

Like Woody in Toy Story, do you ever get
the feeling you are being replaced?

POLICING FOR PROFIT?
British Transport Police base their coverage
of the Tube network on “Lost Customer
Hours” (LCHs), a company-determined
measure of how many hours are lost due to
incidents on the line. 

At busier times, when more “customers” are
on trains, a delay results in more LCHs than at
quieter times. One incident of in the peak could
result in thousands of LCHs, whereas several
incidents in the early evening or morning,
causing much longer issues may result in fewer
issues and perhaps not get the priority
response they should have. 

BTP are basing their response not on where
passengers or staff may need most assistance,
but where it disrupts the service most. In
other words, they’re policing to serve the
company’s profit rather than the public. 

NIGHT TUBE PLANNING
As LU releases the first Night Tube map and
timetable proposals, Tubeworker wonders
how much thought and planning has really
gone into this. 

What consideration has been given to the
health and safety implications of having to
leave escalators running for significantly
longer amounts of time, at the risk of motors
overheating? Will cross-passageways between
opposite platforms, where one platform is
running Night Tube and the other isn’t, be
properly secured?

With the company fobbing off union health
and safety reps’ questions, we can’t help but
suspect that it’s been a case of shooting first
and asking questions later, to satisfy Boris’s
vanity project.
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EUSTON, WE HAVE A
PROBLEM
A broken pump in a bin room at Euston
led to severe flooding and potential health
issues for cleaners and station staff due to
stagnant standing water. 

The contractor responsible for fixing the
pump is dragging its feet, citing financial
issues. Why can't LU just fix the pump itself
through minor works? Yet again, the
madness of outsourcing takes its toll on
staff. 

Tubeworker's advice to cleaners at
Euston is: until the situation's sorted, don't
use the bin room!

ONE WORKFORCE?
Tubeworker has received reports of
Supervisors at some stations geting
pedantic about giving access to certain
accommodation areas to cleaners, even
though, in one case, cleaners have lockers
there they use regularly. 

We need to remember that, whether
we're directly-employed or outsourced,
we're all part of the same workforce.

SIT-IN WINS ARREARS
Train pickers on the JNP held an unofficial
sit-in in the messroom at Morden after
discovering mass non-payment of wages. 

ISS soon took notice and agreed to pay
the arrears. Non- and short-payment of
cleaners' wages is endemic across the
combine.

Cleaning companies make it hard for
cleaners to monitor their pay by forcing
them to access payslips online only rather
than in hard copy at work. 

£60 FOR PPE?
A stern communication from RMT
recently got LU to agree to instruct AGS
and other agencies to end the
discriminatory practise of making
contractors pay a £60 deposit for PPE. 

But there's still plenty of discrimination
going on, much of it of questionable
legality.

On one line, after the special cleaner
responsible for emptying the sanitary bins
in female toilets was sacked, the work is
now being done almost exclusively by
agency cleaners. About 60 sanitary bins are
being emptied on a fortnightly basis, and
the waste from them goes together with the
newspapers and the coffee cups into one bin
and then in one lorry. 

Might this cost LU or Interserve a hefty
fine? They don't seem to care, as long as
they're able to cut corners and exploit
agency cleaners.

CLEANERS’ COLUMN

JUBILEE DRIVERS: RESIST DE-

SKILLING!

Jubilee drivers are being balloted for action-
short-of-strikes against management's 
atempts to de-skill the role by imposing a
new procedure whereby drivers can continue
to the next station following M Door open-
ing, where it could be checked by someone
other than the driver.

This is part of the build-up to driverless
trains, the designs for which are already
being commissioned. Vote yes for action,
stick to the old procedure!

WE WANT

A LIFE

OUTSIDE

OF WORK

LU's proposal for
the new
“Framework
Agreement” for
station staff,
which it is negotiating on with the trade
unions at the moment, contains a clause
that says we will be required to work up to
45 minutes from the centre of our new
groups. 

LU does not require our agreement before
moving us, only to give us 24 hours' notice.

It feels like LU is mocking us. Even the
small amount of stability that the few of us
who were satisified with the outcome of the
“Location Maters” process are now having
it snatched away from us. LU really doesn't
care that we have families that we want to
see, elderly parents to care for.....a life
outside work!

We know it would be easier for LU if it
employed machines instead of people; we
know LU is working its hardest to pursue
this goal with driverless trains and ticket
machines. But until LU can invent a machine
that can deliver customer service one
minute, evacuate a station the next, then
deal with a medical emergency, or go onto
live track to help keep the service moving...
until LU can invent a machine that can do
all the complex tasks our jobs entail, it will
have to face up to the fact that it employs
people. And people have lives. 

To add potentially 1.5 hours of travelling
time onto our working day at the drop-of-a-
hat is not compatible with a life outside
work.

We have to stand firm against the
proposed new Framework, and strike to
demand a reduced working week to
guarantee a beter work/life balance.


